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On completion of this chapter, the reader wm be able to:

L Define aging from a biologic, sociologic, and psychologic
framework.

2. Analyze the prominent biologic, sociologic, and
psychologic theories of aging.

3. Discuss the rationale for using an eclectic approach in
the development of aging theories.

4. Develop nursing interventions based on the psychosocial
issuesand biologic changes associated with older adulthood.

5. Discuss several nursing implications for each of the major _
biologic, sociologic, and psychologic theories of aging.

Western society has been formulating and debating theories
of aging since the time of the ancient Greeks. We have sought
to embrace a theory that can explain the entire phenome-
non. Recently, however, many scholars have concluded this
quest to be in vall and that no such "one" definition or the-
ory exists that explains all aspects of aging. Rather, scientists
have found that several theories may be combined to explain
various aspects of the complex phenomena we call aging
(Gerhard, Cristofalo, 1992; Hayflick, 1996).

Theories function to help make sense of a particular
phenomenon; they provide a sense of order and give a per-
spective from which to view the facts. Theories provide a
springboard for discussion and research. Some of the the-
ories presented in this chapter are presented- because of
their historical value; for the most part, they have been
abandoned due to lack of empirical evidence. Other theo-
ries are the result of ongoing advances made in biotech-
nology and, as such, provide glimpses into our future.

Human aging is influenced by a composite of biologic,
psychologic, social, functional, and spiritual factors. Aging
may be viewed as a continuum of events that occur from
conception to death (Ignatavicius, Workman, Mishler,
1999). Biologic, social, and psychologic theories of aging
attempt to explain and explore the- various dimensions of
aging. This chapter explores the prominent theories of aging
as a guide for developing a holistic gerontologic nursing
theory for practice application. No single gerontologic

nursing theory has been accepted by this specialty, which
requires nurses to use an eclectic approach from other dis-
ciplines as the basis of clinical decision making (Comfort.c.,
1970) (Box 2-1).

By incorporating a holistic approach to the care of
older adults, nurses can view this ever-increasing portion
of the population more comprehensively. Interactions
between gerontologic nurses and older adults are not lim-
ited to a specific disease or physiologic process, absolute
developmental tasks, or psychosocial changes. Nurses have
the ability to synthesize various aspects of the different
aging theories, and they visualize older adults interfacing
with their total environment, including physical, men-
tal/emotional, social, and spiritual aspects. Therefore an
eclectic approach provides an excellent foundation when
planning quality care for older adults.

Theories of aging attempt to explain this phenome-
non of aging as it occurs over the lifespan, which is
thought to be a maximum of approximately 120 years
(Cetron, Owen, 1998). Several basic assumptions and
concepts have been accepted over the years as guiding
research and clinical practice related to this phenome-
non of aging. Human aging is viewed as a total process
that begins -at conception. Because individuals have
uniquely different genetic, social, psychologic, and eco-
nomic factors intertwined in their lives, the course of ag- -
ing varies from individual to individual. Senescence, de-
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P Box 2-1
!~~ I

Theories of Aging

Biologic
.Concerned with answering basic questions regarding physio-
logic processes that occur in all living organisms over time
(Hayflick, 1996).

fined as a change in the behavior of an organism with
age, leading to a decreased power of survival and ad-
justment, occurs as well. It is the recognition of the uni-
versal truths that we attempt to discover through the
theories of aging.

BIOLOGIC THEORIES OF AGING
Biologic theories are concerned with answering basic ques-
tions regarding the physiologic processes that occur in all
living organisms as they chronologically age. These age-
related changes occur independently of any external or
pathologic influence. The primary question being
addressed relates to the factors that trigger the actual aging
process in organisms. These theories generally view aging
as occurring from a molecular, cellular, or even a systems
point of view. Additionally, biologic theories are not
meant to be exclusionary. Theories may be combined to
explain phenomena (Hayflick, 1996).

The foci of biologic theories include explanations of
the following: (1) deleterious effects leading to decreasing
fur,~~ion of the organism; (2) gradually occurring age-
related changes that are progressive over time; and (3)
intrinsic changes that can affect all members of a species
because of chronologie age. The decreasing function of an
organism may lead to a complete failure of either an organ
or an entire system. (Hayflick, 1996). In addition, accord-
ing to these theories, all organs in anyone organism do
not age at the same rate, and any single organ does not
necessarily age at the same rate in different. individuals of
the same species.

The biologic theories can be subdivided into two
main divisions, stochastic and nonstochastic. Stochastic
theories explain aging as events that occur randomly
and accumulate over time, whilenonstocbastic theories
view aging as certain predetermined, timed phenomena
(Box 2-2).

• Box 2-2 I

Biologic Theories of Aging

Stochastic Theories

Error Theory
The error theory is based on the idea that errors can occur in
the transcription of the synthesis of DNA. These errors are
perpetuated and eventually lead to systems that do not func-
tion at the optimallevel. The organism's aging and death are
attributable to these events (Sonneborn, J979).

Free l&.dicld Theory ..,
Free radicals are byproducts of metabolism. When these
byproductsaccumulate, they damage the cell membrane,
which decreases itsefficiency, The body produces antioxi-
dants that scavenge the free radicals (Hayflick, 1996). .
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Stochastic Theories
Error Theory
As a cell ages, various changes occur naturally in its
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA),
the building blocks of the cell. DNA, found in the nucle-
us of the cell, contains the fundamental genetic code and
forms the genes on all 46 human chromosomes (Black,
Matassarin-Jacobs, 1997).

In 1963, Orgel proposed the Error Theory, sometimes
called the Error Catastrophe Theory. The hypothesis of
this theory is based on the idea that errors can occur in
the transcription in any step of protein synthesis of DNA,
and this eventually leads to either the aging or the actual
death of a cell. The error would cause the reproduction of
an enzyme or protein that was not an exact copy of the
original. The next transcription would again contain an er-
ror. As the effect continued through several generations of
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proteins, the end product would not even resemble the
original cell and its functional ability would be dimin-
ished. (Sonneborn, 1979).

In recent years, the theory has not been supported by
research. Although changes do occur in the activity of var-
ious enzymes with aging, studies have not found that all
aged cells contain altered or misspecified proteins, nor is
aging automatically or necessarily accelerated if rnisspeci-
fied proteins or enzymes are introduced to a cell (Hayflick,
1996; Goldstein, 1993; Schneider, 1992).

Free Radical Theory

Free radicals are byproducts of fundamental metabolic
activities within the body. Free radical production can
increase as a result of environmental pollutants such as
ozone, pesticides, and radiation. Normally, they are neu-
tralized by enzymatic activity or natural antioxidants. If,
however, they are not neutralized, they may attach to
other molecules. These highly reactive free radicals react
with molecules in cell membranes, in particular cell mem-
branes of unsaturated lipids such as mitochondria, lyso-
somes, and nuclear membranes. This action monopolizes
the receptor sites on the membrane, thereby inhibiting the
interaction with other substances that normally use this
site; this chemical reaction is called lipid peroxidation.
Therefore the mitochondria, for example, can no longer
function as efficiently, and their cell membranes may
become damaged, resulting in increased permeability. If
excessive fluid is either lost or gained, the internal home-
ostasis is disrupted and cell death may result.

There are other deleterious results related to free radical
molecules in the body. Although these molecules do not
contain DNA themselves, they can cause mutations to
occur in the DNA-RNA transcription, thereby producing
mutations of the original protein. In nervous and muscle
tissue, to which free radicals have a high affinity, a sub-
stance called lipofuscin has been found and is thought to
be indicative of chronologie age.

Lipofuscin, a lipid- and protein-enriched pigmented
material, has been found to accumulate in older adults' tis-
sues, and is commonly referred to as "age spots." As the
lipofuscin's presence increases, healthy tissue is slowly
being deprived of oxygen and nutrient supply. Further
degeneration of surrounding tissue eventually leads to the
actual death of the tissue. The body does have naturally
occurring antioxidants or protective mechanisms. Vita-
mins C and E are two of these substances that can inhibit
the functioning of the free radicals or possibly decrease
their production in the body.

Harman (1956) was the first to suggest that the admin-
istration of chemicals terminating the propagation of free
radicals would extend the lifespan or delay the aging
process. Animal research has demonstrated that adminis-
tration of antioxidants did increase the average length of
life, possibly due to the delayed appearance of diseases
that may have eventually killed the animals studied. It
appears that administration of antioxidants postpones the

appearance of diseases such as cardiovascular disease and
cancer, two of the most common causes of death. It
appears that antioxidants also have an effect on the decline
of the immune system and on degenerative neurologic dis-
eases, both of which affect morbidity and mortality
(Hayflick, 1996; Yu, 1998, 1993).

Cross-Linkage Theory

The cross-link theory of aging hypothesizes that with age
some proteins become increasingly cross-linked or
enmeshed and may impede metabolic processes by
obstructing the passage of nutrients and wastes between
the intracellular and extracellular compartments.
According to this theory, normally separated molecular
structures are bound together through chemical reactions.
Primarily this involves collagen, which is a relatively inert
long-chain macromolecule produced by fibroblasts. As
new fibers are created, they become enmeshed with old
fibers and form an actual chemical cross-link. The end
result of this cross-linkage process is an increase in density
of the collagen molecule but a decrease in the capacity to
transport nutrients 'to, and to remove waste products £Tom,
the cells. Eventually, this results in a decrease in the func-
tion of the structure. An example of this would be the
changes associated with aging skin. The skin of a baby is
very soft and pliable, whereas the aging skin losses much
of its suppleness and elasticity. This aging process is simi-
lar to the process of tanning leather, which purposefully
creates cross-links (Bjorkstein, 1976; Hayflick, 1996).

Cross-linkage agents have been found in unsaturated
fats; in polyvalent metal ions like aluminum, zinc, and--
magnesium; and in association with excessive radiation
exposure. Many of the medications ingested by the older
population contain aluminum (antacids and coagulants),
as does the common cooking ingredient baking powder.
Some research supports a combination of exercise and
dietary restrictions in helping to inhibit the cross-linkage
process, as well as the use of vitamin C prophylactically as
an antioxidant agent (Bjorkstein, 1976).

Cerani has shown that blood sugar reacts with bodily
proteins to form cross-links. He has found that the crys-
tallis of the lens of the eye, membranes of the kidney, and
blood vessels are especially susceptible to cross-linking
under the conditions of increased glucose. Cerani suggests
increased levels of blood glucose cause increased amounts
of cross-linking which accelerate lens, kidney, and blood
vessel diseases (Schneider, 1992).

Cross-linkage theory proposes that as a person ages and
the immune system begins to decrease in its efficiency, the
body's defense mechanism cannot remove the cross-linking
agent before it becomes securely established. Cross linkage
has been proposed as a primary cause of arteriosclerosis, a
decrease in efficiency of the immune system with age, and
the loss of elasticity often seen in older adult skin. The
cross-link theory has emerged from deductive reasoning
and other than the previous examples, there is little: empir-
ical evidence to support its claims (Hayflick, 1996).
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Wear and Tear Theory
This theory proposed that cells wear out over time because
of continued use. When this theory was first proposed in
1882 by Weisman, death was seen as a result of tissues
being worn out because they could not rejuvenate them-
selves in an endless manner (Hayflick, 1988). Essentially,
the theory reflects a belief that organs and tissues have a
preprogrammed amount of energy available to them and
eventually wear out when the allotted energy is expended.
Eventually, this leads to the death of the entire organism.

Under this theory, aging is viewed as almost a prepro-
grammed process-a process thought to be vulnerable to
stress, or an accumulation of injuries or trauma, which
may actually accelerate it. "Death," said Weisman, "occurs
because a worn out tissue cannot forever renew itself"
(Hayflick,1996).

Proponents of this theory cite microscopic signs of wear
and tear that have been found in striated and smooth mus-
cle tissue and in nerve cells. Researchers question this the-
ory with research demonstrating increased functional abil-
ities in individuals that participate in daily exercise. This
effect occurs even in persons with chronic limiting states
such as rheumatoid arthritis. If exercise has been found to
increase a person's level of functioning rather than
decrease it, critics challenge, how can the wear and tear
hypothesis be correct? The time frame for the develop-
ment of this theory was during the Industrial Revolution,
when people were attempting to explain and make sense of
events in their world. The;;e people were trying to equate
men with the marvelous machines they were producing. It
eventually became clearly evident just how different man
was from these machines.

Nonstochastic Theories
Programmed Theory or Hayflick Limit Theory
One of the first proposed biologic theories is based on a
study completed In 1961 by Hayflick and Moorehead.
This particular study included an experiment on fetal
fibroblastic cells and their reproductive capabilities. The
results of this landmark study changed the way scientists
viewed the biologic aging process.

Hayflick and Moorehead's study showed that there are
functional changes that do occur within cells and are
responsible for the aging of the cells and the organism.
The study further supported the hypothesis that a cumu-
lative effect of improper functioning of cells and eventual
loss of cells in organs and tissues is therefore responsible
for the "aging phenomenon." This study contradicted ear-
lier studies by Carrel and Ebeling in which chick embryo
cells were able to be kept alive indefinitely in a laboratory
setting; the conclusion from this 1912 experiment was that
cells do not wear out, but continue to function normally
forever. An interesting aspect of the 1961 study was that
freezing was found to halt the biologic cellular clock
(Hayflick, Moorehead, 1961).

Based on this 1961 study, unlimited cell division was
not found to occur; the immortality of individual cells was

found to be more an abnormal than a normal occurrence.
Therefore this study seemed to support the HayfIick limit
Theory. Life expectancy was generally seen as prepro-
grammed, within a species-specific range; this biologic
clock for humans was estimated at 110 to 120 years
(Gerhard, Cristofalo, 1992; Hayflick, 1996). Based on the
conclusions of this experiment, the Hayflick Limit Theory
is sometimes called the "Biological Clock," "Cellular
Aging," or "Genetic Theory."

Immunity Theory

The immune system is a network of specialized cells, tis-
sues, and organs that provide the body with protection
against invading organisms. Its primary role is to differen-
tiate self from non-self, thereby protecting the organism
from attack by pathogens. It has been found that as a per-
son ages, the immune system functions less effectively.
The term immunosenescence has been given to this age-related
decrease in function.

Essential components of the immune system are
T cells, which are responsible for cell-mediated immunity,
and B cells, the antibodies responsible for humoral immu-
nity. Both T and B cells may respond to an invasion of the
organism, though one may provide more protection in
certain situations. The changes that occur with aging are
most apparent in the T-lymphocytes, although changes
also occur in the functioning capabilities of B-lympho-
cytes. Accompanying these changes is a decrease in the
body's defense against foreign pathogens, which manifests
itself as an increased incidence of infectious diseases and
an increase in the production of autoantibodies, which
lead to a propensity to develop autoimmune-related dis--
eases (Hayflick, 1996) (Box 2-3).

The changes occurring in the immune system cannot
precisely be explained by an exact cause-and-effect rela-
tionship, but they do seem to increase with advancing age.
These changes include a decrease in humoral immune

" Box 2-3

Changes in Cell-Mediated Immune Function as a
Result of Aging

• Increased autoantibodies as a result of altered immune
system regulation. This predisposes an individual to
autoimmune diseases such as lupus and rheumatoid
arthritis.

• Low rate of T-lymphocyte proliferation in response toa, .'
stimulus. This causes older adults to respond more slowly-
to allergic.stimulants. ' ...'. ..•. ';
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response, often predisposing older adults to: (1) a
decreased resistance to a tumor cell challenge and the
development of cancer, (2) a decreased ability to initiate
the immune process and mobiliie the body's defenses in
aggressively attacking pathogens, and (3) a heightened pro-
duction of autoantigens, often leading to an increase in
autoimmune-related diseases.

Immunodeficient conditions, such as the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and the immune suppres-
sion of organ transplant recipients, have demonstrated a
relationship between immunocompetence and cancer
development. HIV has been associated with several forms
of cancer, such as Kaposi's sarcoma. Recipients of organ
transplants are 80 times more likely to contract cancer
than the rest of the population (Black, Matarassian-Iacobs,
1997).

Emerging Theories
Neuroendocrine Control or Pacemaker Theory
The neuroendocrine theory examines the interrelated role
of the neurologic and endocrine systems over the life-span
of an individual. The neuroendocrine system regulates arid
controls many important metabolic activities. It has been
observed that there is a decline, or even a cessation, in
many of the components of the neuroendocrine system
overthelifespan. The reproductive.system, and its changes
over the life of an individual, provides an. interesting
model for the functional capability of the neuroendocrine
system.

Research has shown that there are complex interactions
between the endocrine and the nervous systems. It appears
that the female reproductive system is governed not by the
ovaries or the pituitary gland but by the hypothalamus.
Men do not experience a reproductive event such as a
menopause, though they do demonstrate a decline in fer-
tility. The mechanisms that trigger this decline may offer a
template for understanding the phenomena of aging
(Hayflick, 1996). .

Another hormone that has been receiving attention is
dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA). This hormone, secreted
by the adrenal glands, diminishes over the lifetime of an
individual. Administration of this hormone to laboratory
mice showed it increased longevity, bolstered immunity,
and made the animals appear younger. These mice also ate
less, so there is some question of whether DHEA-fed mice
exhibit the effect of calorie restriction (Cupp, 1997;
Guardiola-Lemaitre, 1997; Hayflick, 1996; Kendler, 1997)

Melatonin is a hormone that is being investigated for
its role as a biologic dock. Melatonin is produced by the
pineal gland, the function of which had been a mystery
until recent times. Melatonin has been found to be a reg-
ulator of biologic rhythms and a powerful antioxidant that
may enhance. immune function. The level of melatonin
production in the body declines dramatically from just
after puberty until old age.

The belief that melatonin has a role in aging comes not
only from its effect on the immune system and its antiox-

idant capability, but also from studies on rodents that
demonstrated an increased lifespan when melatonin was
administered to these animals. In this instance as well it
was found that rodents fed supplementary melaton~
restricted their calorie intake, More research needs to be
performed regarding the safety and efficacy of melatonin.
However, in the United States melatonin can already be
sold as a dietary supplement, so ther~ is little financial ben-
efit in conducting research. In Europe melatonin is con-
sidered a neurohormone, so there would be more financial
gain to determining its role in the aging process. At this
time, no individual should take melatonin without their
primary health care provider's knowledge (Guardiola-
Lemaitre, 1997; Hayflick, 1996).

Metabolic Theory of Aging/Caloric Restriction

This theory proposes that all organisms have a finite
amount of metabolic lifetime and that organisms with a
higher metabolic rate have a shorter lifespan. Evidence for
this theory comes from research that has shown that cer-
tain fish, when the water temperature is lowered, live
longer than their warm water counterparts. Extensive
experimentation on the effects of caloric restriction on
rodents has demonstrated that caloric restriction increases
the lifespan and delays the onset of age-dependent diseases
(Hayflick, 1996; Schneider, 1992). .

DNA-Related Research

Two major developments are occurring at the time of this
writing in relation to our understanding of the role DNA
plays in the aging process. The first involves the process
of mapping, or identification of the human genome, with"
the hope that this task will be accomplished early in the
twenty-first century. It is believed that there may be as
many as 200 genes responsible for controlling aging in hu-
mans (Schneider, 1992). Investigation into the "aging"
genes in select body systems, such as the immune system,
may lead to a greater understanding of the process of ag-
ing (Fig. 2-1).

The second development that has occurred is in rela-
tion to the discovery of telorneres, which are the regions
at the ends of chromosomes that may function as biologic
clocks. It has been found that with each cell division that
takes place in cultured, normal human cells, part of the
telomere is lost. This discovery explains why normal cells
have a limited capacity to divide. Abnormal cells, such as
cancer cells, seem to have found a way to keep from short-
ening at each division, which confers a type of "immor-
tality" upon them. It has been found that these "abnor-
mal" cells produce an enzyme called telornerase. The
enzyme telornerase actually adds telomere sequences to
the ends of each chromosome at each cell division. The
immediate benefit of this discovery was the development
of tests to detect the enzyme telornerase, therefore identi-
fying abnormal cells. Research is proceeding to develop
substances that would inhibit the production of telom-
erase in an effort to prevent cancer cells from continuing
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Fig_ 2:"'1 A DNA model against a background of chromosomes.
The light ends on the chromosomes are telomeres. (Used with
permission from The University of Texas Southwestern Medical
Center at Dallas; Office of News and Publications; 5323 Harry
Hines Boulevard; Dallas, IX 75235; http://www.sciam.com/
explorationsIl998/020298telomere.)

to multiply (Gupta, Han, 1996; Hayflick, 1996; Keys,
Marble, 1998) (Box 2-4).

Implications for Nursing
When interacting with the older population, it is impor-
tant to relate the key concepts of the biologic theories to
the care being provided. Although these theories do not
provide the answer, they certainly can provide an explana-
tion for some of the changes seen in the aging individual.
Aging and disease do not necessarily go hand in hand, and
the nurse caring for older adults needs to have a clear
understanding of the difference between age-related
changes and those that may actually be pathologic. Nurses
must remember that scientists are still in the process of dis-
covering what is "normal" aging.

When considering biologic theories of aging, two con-
cepts have gained wide acceptance: (1) there may be a lim-
ited replicative capacity for certain cells that causes over-
expression of damaged genes and oxidative damage to cells,
and (2) free radicals may cause damage to cells over time.
Based on these concepts, gerontologic nurses can promote
the health of older adult clients in a number of ways. Pro-
viding assistance with smoking cessation wouldbe one ex-

Iii:..• Box 2-4

Emerging Theo.ries of Aging

Neuroendocrine Control or Pacemaker Theory
The neuroendocrine system controls manyessential activities
with regard to growth and development. Scientists arestudy-
ingtheroles that the hypothalamus and thehoIm.onef
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ample of health promotion. Cigarette smoking causes in-
creased cell turnover in the oral cavity, bronchial tree, and
alveoli. Smoking also introduces carcinogens in the body
that may result in an increased rate of cell damage that can
lead to cancer. Using the same principles, a health promo-
tional activity nurses could develop would be education re-
garding sun exposure. Excessive exposure to ultraviolet
light is yet another example of a substance causing rapid
turnover of cells, which may lead to mutations and finally
malignancies. In an effort to reduce free radical damage,
nurses can also advise clients to ingest a varied, nutritious
diet using the food pyramid as a guide, and suggest supple-
mentation with antioxidants such as vitamin C and E
(Goldstein, 1993). Activity continues to play an important
role in the lives of older adults. Daily routines need to in-
corporate opportunities that capitalize on existing abilities,
strengthen muscles, and prevent further atrophy of muscles
related to disuse. Encouraging older adults to participate in
activities may prove a challenge to nurses interacting with
these clients (Research box, p. 26, on left).

The ability to perform activities of daily living (ADLs)
requires functional use of extremities. Daily exercises that
enhance upper arm strength and hand dexterity contribute
to older adults' ability to successfully perform dressing and
grooming activities. Even chair-based activities, like deep
breathing, increase the oxygen flow to the brain, thereby
promoting clear mental cognition, minimizing dizziness,
and promoting stamina with activity.

Encouraging older adults to participate in daily walk-
ing, even on a limited basis, facilitates peripheral circula-
tion and promotes the development of collateral circula-
tion. Walking can also help with weight control, which
often becomes a problem in older adults. Additional ben-
efits of walking include: (1) replacement of fat with muscle
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tissue, (2) prevention of muscle atrophy, and (3) a general-
ized increase in the person's sense of well-being (Research
box, above right)(see Chapter 10).

The health care delivery system is beginning to turn its
focus toward disease prevention and health promotion.
Older adults must be included in this focus. Stereotypic
views related to older adults being "too old to learn new
things" must be replaced with factual knowledge about the
cognitive abilities of older adults. It is necessary for client
teaching to stress the concept that certain conditions or
diseases are not inevitable just because of advancing years.
A high level of wellness is needed to help minimize the
potential damage caused by disease in later years.
Although aging brings with it a decrease in the normal
functioning of the immune system, older adults should

'not suffer needlessly from infections andlor disease.

t:~~~~I~J;:r~i~~~y~·~r~·~~~!:i?(~F~i~l~;~~·
Encouraging preventive measures like an annual influenza
vaccine or a one-time inoculation with the pneumococcal
vaccine is essential to providing a quality life experience
for the older population.

Other applications of biologic theories to practice in-
clude the recognition that life stress,both physical and psy-
chologic, has an impact on the aging process. In planning
interventions, attention should be paid to the various stress
factors in an older person's life. Activities to minimize
stress and to promote healthy coping mechanisms must be
included in the client teaching plan for older adults.

Teaching the basic techniques of relaxation, guided
imagery, visualization, distraction, and music therapy can
facilitate a sense of control over potential stress-producing
situations. Additional options involving the application of
hot or cold, therapeutic touch, and massagetherapy might
be explored. Being aware of individual cultural preferences
and sharing these among other health care professionals
will further help promote positive interactions with older
adults in all settings.

SOCIOLOGIC THEORIES OF AGING
Sociologic theories focus on changing roles and relation-
ships, In some respects, sociologic theories relate to vari-
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ous social adaptations in the lives of older adults. One of
the easiest ways to view the sociologic theories is to view
them within the context of the societal values at the time
in which they were developed. The early research was also
carried out largely on institutionalized and ill older per-
sons, skewing the information obtained. Contemporary
research is being conducted in a variety of more naturalis-
tic environments, reflecting more accurately the diversity
of the aging population.

During the 1960s, sociologists focused on the losses of
old age and the manner in which individuals adjusted to
these losses in the context of their roles and reference
groups. A decade later, society began to have a broader view
of aging as reflected in the aging theories proposed during
this period. These theories focused on more global, soci-
etal, and structural factors that influenced the Jives of aging
persons. The 1980s and 1990s again brought another
change in focus from society. At this point, sociologists be-
gan to explore interrelationships, especially those between
older adults and the physical, political, environmental, and
even socioeconomic milieu in which they lived.

Disengagement Theory
When the disengagement theory was introduced by Cum-
ming and Henry in 1961, the theory sparked immediate
controversy. These two theorists viewed aging' as a develop-
mental task in and of itself, with its .own norms and appro-
priate patterns of behavior. The identified appropriate
patterns of behavior were conceptualized as a mutual agree-
ment between older adults and society on a reciprocal with-
drawal. Individuals would change from being centered on
society and interacting in the community to being self-
centered persons withdrawing from society, by virtue of be-
coming "old." Therefore social equilibrium would be
achieved as the end result {Cumming, Henry, 1961}.

The idea that older adults preferred to withdraw from
society and to voluntarily decrease their interactions with
others was not readily accepted by the general public,
much less the older population. Although the theory over-
simplified the aging process, the lasting benefit of the the-
ory relates to the controversy it created. The theory itself is
no longer supported, but the discussion and the research
stemming from its premise continue today.

Activity Theory or Developmental Task Theory
With one group of theorists proposing the concept that
older adults need to disengage from society, other sociolo-
gists proposed that people needed to stay active if they are
to age successfully. In 1953, Havighurst and Albrecht first
proposed the idea that aging successfully meant staying
active. It was not until 10 years later that the phrase "activ-
ity theory" was actually coined by Havighurst and his asso-
ciates (Havighurst, Neugarten, Tobin, 1963).

Activity is viewed by this theory as necessary to main-
tain a person's life satisfaction and a positive self-concept.
By remaining active, the older person stays young and
alive and does not withdraw from society because of an

age parameter. Essentially, the person actively participates
in a continuous struggle to remain "middle-aged." This
theory is based on three assumptions: (1) it is better to be
active than inactive, (2) it is better to be happy than
unhappy, and (3) an older individual is the best judge of
his or her own success in achieving the first two assump-
tions (Havighurst, 1972). Within the context of this theo-
ry, activity can be viewed very broadly as physical or intel-
lectual. Therefore, even with illness or advancing age, the
older person can remain "active" and achieve a sense oflife
satisfaction {Havighurst, Neugarten, Tobin, 1963}.

Continuity Theory
The continuity theory dispels the premises of both the dis-
engagement and activity theories. According to this theo-
ry, being active, trying to maintain a sense of being middIe-
aged, or willingly withdrawing from society does not nec-
essarily bring happiness. Instead, the continuity theory
proposes that how a person has been throughout life is
how that person will continue through the remainder oflife
(Havighurst, Neugarten, Tobin, 1963).

Old age is not viewed as a terminal or final part of life
separated from the rest of life. According to this theory,
the latter part of life is a continuation of the earlier part
and therefore an integral component of the entire life
cycle. When viewed from this perspective, the theory can
be seen as a developmental theory. Simply stated, the the-
ory proposes that as persons age, they try to maintain or
continue previous habits, preferences, commitments, val-
ues, beliefs, and all the factors that have contributed to
their personalities {Havighurst, Neugarten, Tobin, 1963}.

Age Stratification Theory
Beginning in the 1970s, theorists on aging began to focus
more broadly on societal and structural factors that influ-
enced how the older population was being viewed. The age
stratification theory is only one example of a theory
addressing societal values. The key societal issue being
addressed in this theory is the concept of interdependence
between the aging person and society at large (Riley,
Johnson, Foner, 1972).

This theory views the aging person as an individual ele-
ment of society and also as a member, with peers, interacting
in a social process. The theory attempts to explain the inter-
dependence between older adults and society and how they
are constantly influencing each other in a variety of ways.

Riley (1985) identifies the five major concepts of this
theory: (1) each individual progresses through societyin
groups of cohorts that are collectively aging socially, bio-
logically, and psychologically; (2) new cohorts are contin-
ually being born, and each of them experiences their own
unique sense of history; (3) society itself can be divided
into various strata according to the parameters of age and
roles; (4) not only are people and roles within every stra-
tum continuously changing, but so is society at large; and
(5) the interaction between individual aging people and
the entire society is not stagnant but remains dynamic.
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Person-Environment Fit Theory
One of the newer aging theories relates to the individual's
personal competence within the environment in which he
or she interacts. This theory was proposed by Lawton
(1982) and examines the concept of interrelationships
among the competencies of a group of persons, older
adults, and their society or environment.

Everyone, including older persons, has certain personal
competencies that help mold and shape them throughout
life. Lawton (1982) identified these personal competencies
as including ego strength; level of motor skills, individual
biologic health, and cognitive and sensory-perceptual
capacities. All of these help a person deal with the envi-
ronment in which one lives.

As a person ages, there may be changes or even decreases
in some of these personal competencies. These changes in-
fluence the individual's abilities to interrelate with the
environment. If a person develops one or more chronic dis-
eases, such as rheumatoid arthritis or cardiovascular dis-
ease, then competencies may be impaired and the level of
interrelatedness may be limited.

The theory further proposes that, as a person ages, the
environment becomes more threatening and one may feel
incompetent dealing with it. In a society constantly mak-
ing rapid technologic advances, this theory helps explain
why an older person might feel inhibited and may retreat
from society (Box 2-5).

Implication~for NurSing
It is important to remember that all older adults cannot be
grouped collectively as just one segment of the population.
There are differences within the aged population. The
young-old (ages 65 to 74), the middle-old (ages 75 to 84),
the old-old (ages more than 85), and the elite-old (more
than 100 years old) are four distinct cohort groups, and the
individuals within each of these cohort groups have their
own history. There is variation among even the same
cohort group based on culture, life experiences, gender,
and health and family status. Nurses need to be aware of
the fact that whatever similarities exist among the individ-
uals of a cohort, they are just that-individuals. Older
adults are not a homogeneous sociologic group, and care
needs to be taken not to treat them as if they are.

Older adults respond to current experiences based on
their past life encounters, beliefs, and expectations. If their
"typical" reaction to stress, challenges, or fear is to disen-
gage from interactions, then current situations often pro-
duce the same responses. Because older adults are individ-
uals, their responses must be respected. However, it is
within the nurse's scope of practice to identify maladap-
tive responses and intervene to protect the integrity of the
person.

Withdrawal by older adults may be a manifestation of a
deeper problem, such as depression. Using assessment
skills and specific tools, nurses can further investigate and
plan appropriate interventions to help resolve a potential-
ly adverse situation. Older adults may refuse to engage in

Box 2-5

Sociologic Theories of Aging

Disengagement Theory
As individuals age they withdraw from society, and society
supports this withdrawal (Cumming, Henry, 1961).

ActiVity/Developmental Task Theory
Individuals need to remain active to age successfully.Activity
is necessary to maintain life satisfaction and apositiveself-.
concept (Havigburst, Neugarte?, Tobin, 1963) ...

'.~~I.\l~
a 'particular activity because of "fear of failure" or frustra-.,
tion in not being able to perform the activity. Planning
realistic activities for particular client groups is crucial to
successful group interaction. The successful completion of
a group activity provides an opportunity for increasing an
older person's self-confidence, whereas frustration over an
impossible task further promotes feelings of inadequacy
and uselessness.

By examining the past and being aware of significant
events or even beliefs about health and illness, the health
care provider can develop a deeper understanding of why
these particular older adults act or believe the way they do.
The health care provider can also gain insight into how a
particular group of older adults responds to illness and
views healthy aging. This knowledge and insight can cer-
tainly assist in helping to plan not only activities but also
meaningful client teaching.

Another application of the sociologic theories relates to
assisting older adults in adapting to various limitations and
securing appropriate living arrangements. Following the
passage of the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act, a
majority of buildings are now easily accessible to individ-
uals with special needs. These special needs may include
doorways that are wide enough for wheelchairs, ramps
instead of stairs, handrails in hallways, and working eleva-
tors. While these changes assist younger members of soci-
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ety with limited physical capabilities, they also benefit
older adults. In addition, older adults might consider the
installation of medical alert devices, preprogrammed
and! or large-numbered phones, and even special security
systems.

Assisting older adults adjust to limitations, while accen-
tuating positive attributes, may aid older persons in
remaining independent and may perpetuate a high quality
oflife during later years. These adaptations may encourage
older adults to remain in the community, perhaps even in
the family home, instead of being prematurely institution-
alized. Older adults continue to feel valued and viewed as
active members of society when allowed to maintain a
sense of control over the living environment.

In some cities, multigenerational communities are
developing, and a sharing of different cultures as well as
generations is being fostered. Schools are promoting
"adopt a grandparent" programs, day care centers are com-
bining services for children and older adults, and older vol-
unteers visit hospitalized children or phone "latchkey" .
children after school. All of these are examples of the
application of sociologic aging theories in practice. Older
adults are continuing to be active, engaging or disengaging
as they wish, and continuing to be valued members of
society.

PSYCHOLOGIC THEORIES OF AGING
The basic assumption of the psychologic theories of aging
is that development does not end when a person reaches
adulthood, but remains a dynamic process that occurs
over the lifespan. As a person passes from the middle to
the later life roles, abilities, perspectives, and belief systems
enter a stage of transition. The nurse, by providing holistic
care, seeks to employ strategies to enhance clients' quality
of life (Hogstel, 1995). The psychologic theories of aging
are much broader in scope than the previous theories
because they are influenced by both biology and sociolo-
gy. Therefore psychologic aging cannot readily be separated
from biologic and sociologic influences.

As a person ages, various adaptive changes occur that
assist the person to cope with or accept some of the bio-
logic changes. Some of the adaptive mechanisms include
memory, learning capacity, feelings, intellectual function-
ing, and motivations to perform or not perform particular
activities (Birren, Cunningham, 1985). Psychologic aging,
therefore, includes not only behavioral changes but also
developmental aspects related to the lives of older adults.
How does behavior change in relation to advancing age?
Are these behavioral changes consistent in pattern from
one individual to another? Theorists are searching for
answers to questions such as these.

Maslow's Hierarchy of Human Needs Theory
According to this theory, each individual has an innate
internal hierarchy of needs that motivates all human
behaviors (Maslow, 1954). These human needs have dif-
ferent orders of priority. When people achieve fulfillment

1"Se!f~esteelTl .. ' _ .:0

Safety and security

I
Physiologic

Fig.2-2 Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs. (From Potter PA, Perry
AG: Basic nursing: a critical thinking approach, ed 4, St Louis, 1999,
Mosby.)

of their elemental needs, they strive to meet those needs
on the next level, continuing on until the highest order of
needs is reached. These human needs are often depicted as
a pyramid, with the most elemental needs at the base.

The initial human needs each person must meet relate
to physiologic needs, needs for basic survival. Initially, a
starving person worries about obtaining food to survive.
Once this need is met, the next concern is about safety
and security. These needs must be met, at least to some
extent, before the needs for love, acceptance, and a feeling--
of belonging become concerns. According to Maslow
(1968), as each succeeding layer of needs is addressed, the
individual is motivated to look to the needs at the next
higher step;

Maslow's fully developed, self-actualized person dis-
plays high levels of all of the following characteristics: per-
ception of reality; acceptance of self, others, and nature;
spontaneity; problem-solving ability; self-direction;
detachment and the desire for privacy; freshness of peak
experiences; identification with other human beings; satis-
fying and changing relationships with other people; a
democratic character structure; creativity; and a sense of
values (Maslow, 1968). Maslow's ideal self-actualized per-
son is probably only attained by about 1.%of the popula-
tion (Thomas, Chess, 1977). Although limited actual
achievement of this final level may be true, the person
developing in a healthy way is always moving toward more
self-fulfilling levels (Fig. 2-2).

Jungis Theory of Individualism
The Swiss psychologist Carl Jung (1960) proposed a
theory of personality development throughout life: child-
hood, youth and young adulthood, middle age, and
old age. An individual's personality is composed of
the ego, the personal unconsciousness, and the collective
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unconsciousness. According to this theory, a person's per-
sonality is visualized as oriented either toward the external
world (extroverted) or toward subjective, inner experiences
(introverted). A balance between these two forces, which are
present in every individual, is essential for mental health.

Applying jung's theory to individuals as they progress
through life, it is at the onset of middle age that the person
begins to question values, beliefs, and possible dreams left
undone. The phrase "midlife crisis" became popular based
on this theory and refers to a period of emotional, and
sometimes behavioral, turmoil that heralds the onset of
middle age. This period may last for several years, with the
exact time and duration varying from person to person.

During this period, the individual often searches for
answers about reaching goals-questioning whether a part
of their personality or "true self" has been neglected and
whether time is running out for the completion of these
quests. This may be the first time that the individual
becomes aware of the effects of the aging process and the
fact that the first part of the adult life is over. This realiza-
tion does not necessarily signal a time of trauma. For
many people, it is just another "rite of passage."

As the person ages chronologically, the personality
often begins to change from being outwardly focused, con-
cerned about-establishing oneself in society, to becoming
more inward, as the individual begins to search for answers
from within. .Successful aging, when viewed from Jung's
theory, is when a person looks inward and values oneself
for more than just current physical limitations or losses.
The individual 'accepts past accomplishments and limita-
tions Oung,l96Q).

Eight Stages of life Theory
Erikson (1993) proposed a theory of psychologic develop-
ment that reflects cultural and societal influences. The
major focus of development in this theory is with an indi-
vidual's ego structure, or sense of self, especially in
response to the ways in which society shapes its develop-
ment. In each of the eight stages identified by Erikson, a
"crisis" occurs that impacts the development of the per-
son's ego. The manner in which a person masters any par-

Table 2-1

ticular stage influences future success or lack of success in
mastering the next stage of development.

When .considering older adults, attention needs to be
focused on the developmental tasks of both middle and
older adulthood. The task of middle adulthood is resolv-
ing the conflict between generativity and stagnation.
During older adulthood, the developmental task needing
resolution is balancing the search for integrity and whole-
ness with a sense of despair (Table 2-1).

In 1968, Peck expanded Erikson's original theory re-
garding the eighth stage of older adulthood. Erikson
grouped all individuals together into" old age" beginning at
age 65 and did not anticipate that a person may potentially
live for another 30 to 40 years beyond this identified mile-
stone. Since people were living longer, there became an ob-
vious need to identify additional stages for older adults.
Peck (1968) expanded the eighth stage, ego integrity versus
despair, into three stages: ego differentiation versus work
role preoccupation, body transcendence versus body pre-
occupation, and ego transcendence versus ego preoccupa-
tion (Ignatavicius, Workman, Mishler, 1999).

During the stage of ego differentiation versus work role
preoccupation, the task for older adults is to achieve iden-
tity and feelings of worth from sources other than the work
role. The onset of retirement and termination of the work
role may reduce feelings of self-worth. In contrast, a per-
son with a well-differentiated ego, who is defined by many
dimensions, can replace the work role as the major defin-
ing source for self-esteem.

The second stage of body transcendence versus body
preoccupation refers to the older person's view of the phys-
ical changes that occur as a result of the aging process. The
task is to adjust to or transcend the declines that may occur--
in order to maintain feelings of well-being. This task can be
successfully resolved by focusing on the satisfaction ob-
tained from interpersonal interactions and psychosocial-
related activities.

The third and final task of ego transcendence versus ego
preoccupation involves acceptance of the individual's
eventual death without dwelling on the prospect of it.
Remaining actively involved with a future that extends

Summary of Erikson's Theory: Middle and Older Adulthood

Stagesand Ages Cha..,cteristicsof Stages Theory Addendum

Mature adults are concerned with establish-
ing and guiding the next generation.Adults
look beyond the selfand express concern
for the future of the world in general.
.•.••Older adults can look back With a

.. sense of satisfaction and acceptance of
life and death_< . .

Gcnerativity versus sdf-absorprion or
stagnation
(40 to 65 years old; middle adulthood)
Mode: nurturing
Virtue: care '

Ego pa~ty ~cnus dC$~~ ~ . '.

(65 Years tel death;:()Jder adulthood)'
M04e;.~<;ceptance . . . ,: '
YU'tlie:Wisdom' .'

Self-absorbed adults will be preoccupied
with their personal well-being and
material gains. Preoccuparionwithself ..
leads to stagnation of life, .': _._ " .

Uns\lI;CCSSfu! resolution.of this Crisis "
may result-in asense of'despair inw¥¥:'/
individualsview life as a seriesof .:'. '<:',:; 'i'~..~~>~pPo;n~',!i~

Modified from Potter PA, Perry AG: Fundammtals oj nursing, cd 4, St Louis, 1997, Mosby.
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beyond a person's mortality is the adjustment that must be
made to achieve ego transcendence.

Selective Optimization with Compensation
Baltes (1987) has conducted a series of studies on the psy-
chologic processes of development and aging from a life-
span perspective and formulated a psychologic model of
successful aging. ~:I!~focus of th0Mo~

_in§yidualLf!evelgp certain strategIes to manage the losses
of function that occur over time. This gene@ proce~
-aaapfation consists of three Interacting elements. First,
there is the element of sctection, which refers to an Increas-
ing restrictionoTone's life to fewer domaiils'-of~
ing becaiise of an age-related loss. Ihe second elemel!!,_
optimizatIon, reflects the VIew that peopleen~~~F in
behaviors to enrich their hves. The third element, com-
pensation, ';ilso results trom restrictions threto aging,
re'qUlnngolOerac1uTfs to literally "compensate" for any
losses by developin,K suitable, alternative adaptations
(Schroots, 1996).-

The lifelong process of selective optimization with
compensation allows people to age successfully. Schroots
(1996) used the famous pianist, Rubinstein, to illustrate an
application of these elements that the pianist applied in
later years. First, Rubinstein said he reduced. his repertoire
and played a smaller number of pieces (selection); second,
he practiced these more often (optimization); and third,
he slowed down his speed of playing prior to fast move-
ments, thereby producing a contrast that' enhanced the
impression of speed in the fast movements (compensa-
tion). These concepts of selection, optimization, and com-
pensation can be applied to any aspect of older adult life
to demonstrate successful coping with declining functions
(Box 2-6).

Implications for Nursing
Integrating the psychologic aging theories into nursing
practice becomes increasingly important as the population
continues to age. Present and future generations can learn
from the past. Older adults should be encouraged to
engage in a "life review" process; this can be accomplished
using a variety of techniques like reminiscence, oral histo-
ries, and story telling. Looking back over life's accom-
plishments or failures is crucial in assisting older adults to
accomplish developmental tasks (as in ego integrity), to
promote positive self-esteem, and to acknowledge that one
"did not live in vain."

As nurses apply the psychologic theories to the care of
older adults in any setting, they help to dispel many of the
myths about "being old." If an older person is talking
about retirement, worrying about physical living space, or
even planning funeral arrangements, these are all part of
the developmental tasks appropriate for this age group.
Instead of trying to change the topic or attempting to help
the person not be so "morbid," the nurse must understand
that each stage of life has specific developmental tasks to
achieve. Instead of hampering, the nurse should attempt
to facilitate their achievement.

.,"".
~ ..

~,~~. Box 2-6

I "PSYChOlogiC Theories of Aging
I

Maslows Hierarchy of Human Needs
Human motivation is viewed as a hierarchy of needs that are
critical to the growth and development of all people.
Individuals are viewed as active participants in life, striving for
self-actualization (Carson, Arnold, 1996). . .

Jung's Theory of Individualism

Development is viewed as occurring throughout adulthood,
with self-realization as the .goal .ofpersonaIity development,'
As an individual 'ages, thejndiVidualiscapitbleof transform~'

,'~i¥s~Jy4:~;
.J'; :.~~s0i

Nurses also need to keep in mind that intellectual
functioning continues to remain intact in the majority of
older adults. A younger person can gain much by ob-
serving older persons, listening to how they have coped
with life experiences, and discussing their plans for the
future with them.

As did other humanistic psychologists, Maslow focused
on the human potential, which sets an effective and posi-
tive foundation for nurse-client interactions. Maslow's the-
ory also sets priorities for the nurse in relationship to client
needs. Employing Maslow's theory, the nurse recognizes
that the essential elements such as food, water, oxygen,
elimination, and rest must be met prior to self-actualiza-
tion needs. The nurse recognizes, for example, that client
education will be more successful if clients are well rested
(Carson, Arnold, 1996).

In planning activities for older adults, nurses need to
remember that all individuals enjoy feeling needed and
respected and being considered a contributing member of
society. Perhaps activities like collecting an oral history,
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creating a mural, or quilting a particular event or even an
individual's lifetime could be included. Not only would
this activity be valuing the individual, but it would also
serve to pass on information from one generation to the
next; this is an important task that is often forgotten.

Programs promoting interaction between older adults
and younger children might prove beneficial to all con-
cerned. For some older adults, caring for small children
represented a happy time in their lives. Rocking, cuddling,
and playing with children might bring back feelings of
being valued and needed. The touching aspects of this
activity are also important in relieving stress; many older
adults no longer experience any type of meaningful phys-
ical contact with others, yet all' individuals need this type
of contact.

As eyesight and manual dexterity diminish, many older
adults enjoy the opportunity to cook or to work in a gar-
den. Often the feel of dirt between the fingers is relaxing
and brings back memories of beautiful flowers and prize
vegetables. For the older woman in particular, preparing a
meal may be an activity she has not been able to do for
several years and, with assistance, she may find baking
cookies a pleasant activity filled with memories of holidays
and loved orres.ror prizes at the county fair. Older men
may also enjoy cooking and should not be left out of this
activity. Preparing muffins for a morning snack would be
an activity in which everyone could 'participate.

MORAl/SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT
Human beings seek to explain and validate their existence
in the world. For many individuals this occurs through
their development as moral and spiritual thinkers. Kolberg
has postulated a theory of moral development that is
based on interviews with young persons. He has found
there to be distinct sequential stages of moral thinking.
Though he did not study older adults, parallels could be
drawn between his highest stage of moral development,
Universal Ethical Principles, and Maslow's highest level of
Self-Transcendent Needs. In each instance only a small seg-
ment of the population reaches this highest level of devel-
opment, where their personal needs are sublimated for the
greater good of society (Edelman, Mandle, 1998; Levin,
Chatters, 1998; Mehta, 1997) •

It is important for the nurse to acknowledge the spiri-
tual dimension of a person and support spiritual expres-
sion and growth (Hogs tel, 1995). Spirituality no longer
merely denotes religious affiliation; it synthesizes a per-
son's contemplative experience. Illness, a life crisis, or
even the recognition that our days on earth are limited
may cause a person to contemplate spirituality. The nurse
can assist clients in finding meaning in 'their life crises.
Research has begun to explore the relationship between
client-centered outcomes and spirituality. A correlation
between successful outcomes and spirituality has been
demonstrated in some of this research. Regardless of out,
comes, nurses need to address spirituality as a component
in holistic care (Phipps, Sands, Marek, 1999).

Summary
When interacting with older adults, the nurse often plays
a key role as the coordinator of the health care team.
Nurses have the background to incorporate information
from a variety of sources when planning care for older
adults. By using an eclectic approach to aging theories, the
nurse will have a broad background from which to draw
specific details to provide clarity, explanations, or addi-
tional insight into a particular situation.

Biologic theories help the nurse understand how the
physical body may change with advancing years and what
factors may increase older adults' vulnerability to stress or
disease. The nurse will also be able to develop health pro-
motional strategies on behalf of' older clients. Under-
standing sociologic theories broadens the nurse's view of
older adults and their interactions with society. Psycho-
logic theories provide an understanding of the values and
beliefs an older person may possess. These theories enable
a nurse to understand the phases of the lifespan and the
developmental tasks faced by the aged population.
Through the integration of the various components of
these theories, quality care can be planned' for older
adults. As the population continues to age, nurses with
the capability to understand and apply theories of aging
from several disciplines will be the leaders of gerontologic
nursing in the future. These nurses will contribute to in-.
creasingly holistic care and an improved quality of life for
older adults.

KEY POINTS
'" There is no one theory that explains the biologic, socio-

logic, or psychologic aging processes.
• An eclectic approach incorporating concepts from biol-

ogy, sociology, and psychology was used in developing
aging theories.

• Biologic theories must address what factors actually trig-
ger the aging process in organisms.

• Humans are thought to have a maximum lifespan of 110
to 120 years.

• A change in the efficiency of immune processes may
predispose individuals to disease with advancing age.

• Biologic theories alone do not provide a comprehensive
explanation of the aging process.

• Reminiscence is supported by sociologic theories and
assists older adults in appreciating past memories.

• Each individual is unique, no matter what age. Older
adults are not a homogenous population.

• The activity theory remains popular because it reflects
current societal beliefs about aging.

• As a person ages, various adaptive changes occur which
may assist the person in coping with or accepting some
of the biologic changes. '

• Human development is a process that occurs over th~
lifespan.
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CRITICAL THINKING EXERCISES
1. Discuss how sociologic theories of aging may be influ-

enced by changing societal values (e.g., advanced
technology or a community health care focus) in the
next decade.

2. A 62-year-old woman believes that heart disease and
poor circulation are inevitable consequences of grow-
ing older and is resistant to altering her ADLs and
dietary regimen. How would you respond?

3. Think of various programs and institutions in your
community that care for older persons. Identify two
and discuss the sociologic aging theories exemplified
in each example.

4. A 74-year-old man repeatedly talks about how he
wishes he were as strong and energetic as he was when
he was younger. His family consistently changes the
topic or criticizes him for being so grim. How would
you intervene in this situation?

5. What health promotion strategies would you recom-
mend to promote successful aging?

6. Imagine yourself at age 75. Describe your appearance,
your health issues, and your lifestyle.
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